
Material for the use of

Lingoposter Englisch
in the classroom

Family
Andy is happy because he hasn’t seen Tina in ages. There’s a lot 

to catch up on. Tina still lives in London. Andy now lives and works 

in Bristol. 

It’s great to see you 

again, Andy.

My name is actually Andrei.
Really? I didn’t know that. 

We all called you Andy.

My siblings and I were named after 

our Russian grandparents. My granddad’s 

name was Andrei.
Ah – ok, now it makes 

sense.

Vocabulary in context

to live
I have lived in Peckham for many years.

can – know 
I can cook. I can speak Italian.

I know Tina.
I don’t know what time it is.

to be happy / glad / excited that…

I’m glad that we met.

I’m excited for the weekend.

I’m happy to be here.

After many years, Tina and Andrei bump into each other in London. 

They used to study together at university. After graduating, 

they lost sight of one another. 

Greeting
Hey Andy! What are you 

doing here?

I’m in London for work. 

And you?
I live nearby. 
How’s it going?

I can’t complain. 

And how are you? I’m great.

Hello Tina! Well, 

this is a surprise.

They lost sight 
of one another.

They are no longer in contact.

parents

grandparents

mother / mum
uncle

aunt

grandfather / grandpa / 
granddad

grandmother / 

grandma / nan

siblings

sister
brothe

r

father / dad

cousin
cousin

Get chatting
How’s it going? (impersonal) / How are you? (personal)

Long time no see! / When was the last time we saw one another? 

How’s everything at work? / And at home?

Would you like to get a coffee? / Would you like to go out sometime?

When are you free? / When would be good for you?

Speaking about the past 

Complete the table using the simple past

Infi nitive Simple past Negative

to arrive arrived did not arrive / didn’t arrive

to study studied
3 / 4

to live
1 did not live / didn’t live

to move 
2

5  / 6

Now it makes sense.
to fi nally understand something

Andrei’s family

How to greet someone

Common irregular verbs in the past tense

Infi nitive Simple past Negative

to be
was
were

was not / wasn’t

were not / weren’t

to do
7 did not do / didn’t do

to get got did not get / didn’t get

to go went 8 / 9

to see saw did not see / didn’t see

to meet met did not meet / didn’t meet

to speak
10 did not speak / didn’t speak

to fall fell did not fall / didn’t fall

Possessive pronouns and adjectives

Subject Object 
Possessive 
Adjective 

Possessive 
Pronoun

I me my mine

he him his his

she her her hers

it it its –

we us our ours

they them their theirs

Examples:

This is my dad. • Alexandra is his sister. • Whose family is 

that? It’s mine!

it’s vs. its

it’s → contracted form of it is or it has

its  → possessive form of it

POSTER 1 Simple past, possessive pronouns

formal

Good morning / 

afternoon / evening

How do you do? / 

How are you?

informal

Hello! / Hi! / Hey!

What’s up?

Regional greetings 

Hey up! 

(used in the North of England)

Hey y’all! 

(used in the southern states of the USA)

G’day! 

(used in Australia)
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Andrei is…
Andrei’s sister is…

11 of his mother.  
12 of her father.

13 of his uncle.
14 of her aunt.

15 of his grandmother. 16  of her grandfather.

Fill in the correct word!

daughter grandson granddaughter nephew niece
son

Talk about your family!

Andrei’s granddad is Russian. His nan is also from Russia.  

Where are your grandparents from?   My...                      
               .

Tina’s aunt is from Italy. Her uncle is Italian.

What about your aunt?  My...                      
                 .

Tina’s brother speaks Italian well.

What languages do you speak? I speak...                      
     .

Andrei and Tina are both English.

What about you? What’s your nationality? I am...                      
     .

Andrei

Sunday Roast
Bangers and Mash

Peach Cobbler
Trifl e

Today’s Special

What can I get you?

What would you 
like to drink?

I’ll have the roast 
with lamb.

And I’ll have the bangers 
and mash. But without 
the peas please.

We’d like two pints of 
ale please. Do you have 
any recommendations?

Hello. We would like to buy 
some strawberries. Are they 
organic?

No thanks, that will be 
all. Do you take card?

That sounds great, we’ll take 
two in that case. How much 
do we owe you?That’s four pounds fi fty. Can 

I get you anything else?

Yes, they are locally grown. How 
many baskets would you like? 
We have a “buy one get one free” 
offer today. How does that sound?

How’s your meal?
Use the appropriate adjective to express your opinion.

tasty • exceptional • small • fresh • friendly • distracted 

• disappointing • hungry

The food is very 6  but the portions are a bit too 7 .

The ale is 8 !

The veggies are 9  and seasonal.

The waiter was 10  but a bit 11 .

The portion sizes were 12  considering how 13  we were.

How much or how many?
Fill in much or many to complete the question. Note: 

many is used with countable nouns and much is used with 

uncountable nouns.

How 1  apples would you like?

How 2  are the apples?

How 3  pears are in one basket?

How 4  chicken are in the henhouse?

How 5  honey is produced in Wales?

Phrases to use while shopping …
What can I do for you? / What can I get you?

I would like … / Could I have …?

Can I get you anything else? Is that all?

One more thing … / I would also like …

That’s all, thanks.

In the restaurant
Andrei and Tina have a delicious coffee by the entrance of the market. 

As they enter, it smells like tasty smoked fi sh. Tina is suddenly as hungry 

as a bear. Andrei suggests they go to a restaurant. 

Paying at the restaurant
We would like to pay. / The bill, please. / 
Can we have the bill?

Would you like to pay with cash or card?

Cash is fi ne. / Card please.

We would like to pay separately. / We would 
like to split the bill.

4

Good afternoon, do you have 
a table for two available at 6?

Yes, I can reserve a nice table 
for you by the window.

Thank you. 
See you soon.

Making a reservation / 

Booking a table
1

Greeting at the restaurant
Good evening. We have a reservation for two. 

  Good evening. 
Under what name?

2

Starters / Small plates

Mains / Main courses

Sides / Side dishes

Desserts 

Drinks / Beverages

Menu3

At St Nicholas Market in Bristol there is a farmers’ market selling fresh regional 

produce on the weekends. Andrei and Tina are standing at a market stall with 

colourful fruit and vegetables. They want to buy ingredients for dinner tonight. 

The tomatoes, the lettuce and the strawberries look very fresh.

At the market

Cash only, I'm 
 afraid.

onion

tomato
lemon

le� uce

garlic

basil

aubergine / eggplant 
leek

cauliflower

mushroom

potato

pumpkin

carrot

banana

watermelon

strawbe
rry

orange

as hungry as a bear

to be very hungry

menu

tablecloth

salt

pepper
knife

fork

spoon

plate

a glass of beer

napkin

bo� le

trivet

breakfast
brunch

dinner / supper

tea
lunch

When do you have what?

6a
m

–1
0a

m

10am–2pm 11am–3pm 3pm–5pm
6pm–9pm

“Enjoy your meal!”
to wish someone enjoyment in the meal 

they are about to eat

Measurements:

1 oz (ounce) = 28,3 g (grams)

1 lb (pound) = 0,45 kg (kilograms)

1 pt (pint) = 0,6 l (litres)

1 gal (British imperial gallon) = 4.5 l 

1 gal (US liquid gallon) = 3.7 l

roast leg of lamb

egg

peas

bangers

mash

cheese

pear

sausage

meat

bread

fish

grape
apple

POSTER 3 Adjectives, how much or how many?
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Yorkshire pudding

Do you like it?
  I like… 

  I really like…

  I love…

  I’m not too keen on…

  I don’t like…

  I really don’t like…

Andrei has applied for a job as Product Manager at a famous automobile start-up. Tina had sent him the job listing. He was surprised how well the role fi t his experience. And the company headquarters are in London. Andrei has been wanting to return to the capital for quite some time now. What a great opportunity! 

Working life
Good afternoon. Am I 
speaking with Andrei Petkov?

This is David Ronson from the interview yesterday. We would love to offer you the job.

Hi guys! Guess 

what? I got the 

job with Scoot!

That’s awesome!

Congratulations, Andrei! I hope to 

see you in London soon!

Have a great time at 

your new job!

Congrats! Welcome to the Scoot team!

That’s great! I’ll be sorry to see you go. But I guess it gives me an excuse to come and visit you in London!

Andrei’s CV (curriculum vitae)
Insert the given verb using its simple past form

From 2022, Product Manager at Scoot

  Andrei is Product Manager at a start-up company for driverless cars.

2013–2020, Digital Developer at HarvestHelpers, Bristol

  Andrei 1 (to develop) apple-picking robots for a start 

up in Bristol. 

2010–2012, MSc in Robotics, Harvard University, USA

  Andrei 2 (to complete) a Master’s degree at Harvard 

University specialising in Human-Robot interaction. 

2010, Internship in a car workshop in Marseille, France

  Andrei 3 (to repair) old cars as an intern in Marseilles. 

2006–2009, cat salon, Purrfect, Hastings

  Andrei 4 (to style) cats in a cat-salon in Hastings. 

2003–2005, BSc in Electrical Engineering, UCL

  Andrei 5 (to graduate) from UCL in London with a 

Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering. 

2002, BA in English Literature (incomplete), Goldsmiths, London

  Andrei 6 (to study) English Literature for two semes-

ters at Goldsmiths University in London. 

1999–2002, Apprenticeship Animal Welfare Training, Edinburgh

  Andrei 7 (to fi nish) an apprenticeship as a park ranger 

in Holyrood Park in Edinburgh. 

1998 3 A-Levels 

  Andrei 8 (to receive) 3 A-Levels in 1998.  

The sales assistant sells products in the store / shop / supermarket.

The chef cooks meals in the kitchen.
The mechanic repairs cars in the workshop.

The handyman fi xes the 
washing machine.

The teacher teaches her 
class at school.

The baker bakes bread in 
the bakery.

The hairdresser cuts his clients hair in the hair salon.

The pharmacist sells prescription medication in the pharmacy.

The doctor treats a patient in the doctor’s surgery / in the hospital. 

A subordinate clause that begins with a relative pronoun (that, which, who, when, where, 
whose) is called a relative clause. A defi ning relative clause provides essential information 
regarding the intended meaning of the sentence and is never separated by commas:I’m so excited that you’re joining the team!
Join the following two sentences to make a single sentence, using a relative pronoun.Dan introduced Andrei to Jaden. Jaden works in accounting.

Dan introduced Andrei to Jaden who works in accounting.Andrei is applying for the job at Scoot. Tina had told him about the job.
9

Steph met the new guy at work. She can’t remember his name.
10

Defi ning relative clauses

Hello. Yes, that’s me. 
How can I help you?

Career paths

Dan had a job working in fi nance for many years. One day, he decided to launch a start-up for fair-trade vegan chocolate with his colleague.

Nadim works as a chef. He did an apprenticeship at a 4 star restaurant after his A-levels. He has been working at his favourite restaurant in Bristol for fi ve years now. 

Maria is a Spanish tutor at a language school in Islington. Before that, she worked as a barista in a cafe.

Tina recently fi nished her second degree and is working as a PR Assistant for a communications agency. 

file folder 

wastepaper bin

desk

desk chair

printer

computer screen

keyboard
mouse

pen

file

paper

I’m Andrei, the new Product Manager. I look forward to working with you.

Welcome to the team! I’m 
Stephanie and I work in the IT department. 

Vocabulary in context: in the company
The managing director of Scoot is a woman.
David is the Head of Department.
There are 300 employees in the company. They are employed by the company.  
Eric puts himself forward for a promotion. 
Andrei applies for the job. 
The company invites the applicant to an interview. 
Andrei is offered the job.
He really enjoys his new duties as Product Manager.

And what is it that you do? / What’s your job?
I work as a… for a…

to work like a dog
to work very hard

That or which?
That can replace who, whom or which in defi ning relative clauses (but not in non-defi ning clauses).

POSTER 6 Simple past, relative clauses
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Dear course instructors,

to help you integrate the Lingoposters into your lessons more 
effectively, we have created 3–4 group exercises for each post-
er in levels A2 and B1, accompanied by printable worksheets.

To show the posters in online courses or on the white board, 
please use the following link (34 MB, loading time approx. 5 
seconds):

https://lingoplanet.live/files/Lingoposter_Englisch.pdf

Have fun and success!

Your Lingoplanet Team

www.lingoplanet.live

.live
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Activity  1

Role play 

Let the CP re-enact the poster dialogue in pairs or small groups, 
making their own variations and additions, e.g.: 

“Hello Mike! What a surprise!”
“Hello Fiona! What are you doing here?”
“I am in London for a workshop. I live in Manchester. And you?”
“I live in London, nearby, in Kensington. I work here as a ...”

 A2 Activity  2

Practising reported speech

Use the dialogue between Andy and Tina as a starting point for 
practising reported speech (indirect speech): 

Andy: “Hi Tina! Well, this is a surprise!”
Andy says that this is a surprise.
Tina: “Hey Andy! What are you doing here?”
Tina wants to know what ...
Tina says that ...
Tina asks Andy how ...

 A2

Activity  3

Using the idiom in conversation

After learning the meaning of the expression “Now it makes sense”, 
the CP practise using it by incorporating it into their own dialogues, 
e.g.: 

A: “Why do you always carry so many books with you?” 
B: “I study literature at university.” 
A: “Ah, OK, now it makes sense.”

 B1 Activity  4

Present perfect or simple past 

The CP make a list of (hypothetical) things that Andrei and Tina 
have done in the past, divided into “completed actions” and “actions 
started in the past and continuing in the present”.
Example:
Andrei moved to Bristol in 2015. 
Tina has lived in London for the last years. 

→  Print out PDF page 4.

 A2

Please note:

• The long word course participant(s) is abbreviated CP.
• The language level indicated at the top right of each 

box is a recommendation only.

Material for 

Lingoposter 1: Greeting & Family
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Completed actions
e.g. yesterday/last year/a month ago/in 1990

Simple past or present perfect

Actions started in the past and continuing  
in the present 
e.g. up until now/since/for/already/not yet/
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Activity  1

Where is what?  
Practising prepositions of place

The CP describe the room on the poster, using prepositions of place 
to indicate where the objects are.

 A2 Activity  2

Additional vocabulary 

During a move, items are often damaged and need to be replaced. 
So you purchase some new items for your home and sell, give away 
or throw away others that you no longer need. The CP describe 
where they buy /sell/throw away things and learn new terms in the 
process.

→  Print out PDF page 7.

 A2

Activity  3

Prepositions of time: in – on – at

The CP read the rule for prepositions of time on the poster. Then they 
ask each other questions containing prepositions of time. They can 
use the time expressions on worksheet 6 to form questions.
Example:
A: “What time do you get up in the morning?”
B: “I get up at 6 o’clock in the morning.”

→  Print out PDF page 6 for this activity.

 A2 Activity  4

Living in the city

The CP read the dialogue about Bristol at the top right of the poster. 
Based on this scene, they discuss the advantages and disadvantag-
es of living in the city. Or they compare the city they are living in now 
to their home town / the place they are from.

 B1

Material for 

Lingoposter 2: Moving & Living
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Prepositions of time

Valentine’s Day

noon

the summer

the morning

2017

September

the 1st of January

the winter

lunch

Mondays

5pm

the 1990s

Christmas

your birthday

Saturday night

half an hour

the evening

midnight

in on at
century
decade
year
season
month
part of day

day of the week
day of the month
date
holiday with “day”

specific time 
night
holidays without “day” 
time of day (noon/midnight)
night

the 19th century
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Vocabulary

furniture store

appliance store

pet shop

flea market

shopping mallonline

repair shop

charity

flower shop

friend

waste and recycling centre

garage sale

electrical shop
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Activity  1

Describing the taste of fruits and vegetables

The CP take a look at the variety of fruits and vegetables on the 
poster and describe the taste of the depicted foods. 

→  Print out PDF page 9 or 10, depending on the language level  
of the CP.

 A2–B1 Activity  2

Practise everyday shopping dialogues

The CP take turns in playing the roles of the salesperson and the 
customer and practise selecting groceries, asking for the price and 
paying for the purchased items.

 A2

Activity  3

Talking about quantities:  
how much/how many?

Example: 

Customer: “How much are the apples?” 
Salesperson: “35 pence each. How many would you like to have?” 
Customer: “Five, please. Do you also have cheddar cheese?” 
Salesperson: “Yes, how much would you like?” 
Customer: “I’d like to have one pound.”

 B1 Activity  4

Writing a recipe

The CP choose one of the dishes featured on the poster – or think 
of their favourite dish – and write down the recipe in simple steps 
using imperative verbs:

1) Take an iceberg lettuce, wash it and cut it into 1-inch pieces.
2) Chop three tomatoes and put them in a big bowl.

 B1

Material for 

Lingoposter 3: Food & Shopping
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sweet
sour

bitter
salty

hot mild
...

Adjectives: Taste 1
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sweet
sour

bland

salty

smoky
spicy

...

Adjectives: Taste 2

fluffy
creamy

raw
crispy

mild

butteryBitter
fresh

savoury

juicy

crunchy

hot
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Activity  1

Let’s talk about sports!

The CP look at the poster and talk about different types of sports. 
Depending on their language level, they can practise different  
tenses, e.g. present perfect and future:

Example: 
“Have you ever trained on the treadmill?” 
“No, I haven’t but I will try it out next week.” 

 A2–B1 Activity  2

Who is more athletic?

Divide the CP into groups of 2 or 3. Give them 10 minutes to discuss 
and write down what they have in common in terms of sports and 
how they differ. Each group forms at least 8 comparison sentences. 

Example: 
- Lana is just as athletic as Brian because they both go to the gym 
regularly. But Brian plays football better than Lana. 
- Tim has just as little time for sports as I do.

 A2–B1

Activity 3

My favourite athlete

Each CP writes a short text about an athlete that has inspired them. 
This can be a famous celebrity or someone they know personally. 
They read their text to the class and the other CP say whether they 
are also impressed by this person.

 B1

Material for 

Lingoposter 4: Sports & Competition
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Material for 

Lingoposter 5: Going Out

Activity  1

Making plans to go out

If you have internet access in the classroom, check out online events 
calendars for activities in your city. Using the phrases from the 
poster, the CP practise arranging to go out to an event.

→  Or print out PDF page 13.

 A2 Activity  2

My favourite bar

The CP describe their favourite bar with the help of the vocabulary 
on the poster. This can be a bar that they used to go to or that they 
currently like to go to.
Depending on the time available, this activity can be as an oral or 
written exercise.

 A2–B1

Activity  3

Irish Luck!
Telling a story in the past 

The CP describe a situation in their lives in which they were lucky  
using the simple past, past progressive , past perfect and past  
perfect progressive.

 A2–B1 Activity  4

Nightlife in my hometown

The CP look at the illustrations on the poster and talk about the 
nightlife in their home town (or a city they used to live in) and how 
they get around there. 

„There are many bars and clubs in the centre of my town. It’s small, 
so you can walk everywhere.“
„When I lived in X, I had to take the bus downtown. Me and my 
friends liked to stay out late and shared a taxi to get home.”

 A2–B1
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Nightlife

Cinema programme

FILM      CINEMA    SHOWTIMES

Mission Impossible  The Empire Cinema 5pm, 7:30pm, 9pm

Gran Turismo    BFI Southbank   6pm, 9:30pm

Downton Abbey   Phoenix Cinema  8pm

The Little Mermaid  ODEON    11am, 3pm

Chicago – The Broadway Musicalat the Ambassador TheatreThu–Sat, 5 pm

Poetry Slam 
Open mic to all poets  

and spoken word artists, 

acts start at 8 pm

STUDIO 54

Irish Pub

The Real Ale 
Tavern

Riverside Restaurant

old town Bar

Globe Theatre
William Shakespeare, Twelfth Night
Fri 7pm (doors open 6 pm)
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Activity  1

Two curricula vitae

In small groups of 2–3, the CP write down the CVs of two very differ-
ent fictitious people who meet and found a company together.
They read the CVs to the others and describe the type of company 
that their characters have founded. 
 
Which company is the most original or innovative?

 A2 Activity  2

Corporate structure:  
job positions in a company

The CP look at the organizational chart on page 15 and fill in the 
corresponding position names. Some can be used more than once.

→  To do this, print out PDF page 15.

 A2–B1

Activity  3

“That’s awesome!”

The CP create short dialogues in which they use the expression  
“awesome”.

Example: 
A: “I won a trip to New York in the lottery.”
B: “Oh, that’s really awesome!”

 A2–B1

Material for 

Lingoposter 6: Working Life
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Head of DepartmentChief Executive Officer (CEO)

Team Leader

Project Manager / 
Case Manager

Lab(oratory) Technician

Executive AssistantAccountant

Human Resources Manager 

Production Sales Administration

Machine Operator

Distribution Marketing

Customer Service

Human Resources

Accounting

Controller

Development Manufacturing 

Commercial Manager
Customer Service Agent

InternApprentice
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Material for 

Lingoposter 7: Travelling & Transportation

Activity  1

Exploring the countryside with modal verbs

The CP imagine that they are going on a weekend trip to the  
countryside by train. They use modal verbs to discuss possibilities, 
probabilities and obligations. 

→  Print out a copy of PDF page 17 for each CP.

 A2 Activity  2  A2–B1

Activity  3

A group trip to London

The CP want to go on a (hypothetical) group trip to London.  
They discuss which means of transport they could use for the trip 
and develop various alternatives.

 A2–B1

Follow the directions

→  Print out a copy of PDF page 18 for each CP.

Read the following text to the class. Ask the CP to trace the route on 
the map. The starting point is the red dot at the bottom left.

“Go straight ahead. Pass the football field to your right and turn left 
onto a short path leading to the church. Walk halfway around the 
church. On the other side of the church, take the narrow alley that 
ends in front of the theatre. You will see a park to the right of the 
theatre. Cross the park to get to the river at the east exit. Behind the 
exit you will find a footbridge, which you cross. After the bridge, your 
final destination is the third house to the right.”

Has every CP reached the final destination? It is the large house 
with the porch on the right side of the river.
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Modal verbs

Ability
can
could

Possibility
may
might

Permission
can
may

Obligation
must
have to

Prohibitioncan’t
mustn’t

Offers
will
would

Suggestions
shall
should

Requestscould
would

Past probability
could have
would have

Future probabilitywill
shall
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How do I get to ...?

North

South

Ea
st

W
es

t
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Material for 

Lingoposter 8: Festivities

Activity  1

What do you celebrate?

Each CP describes a festivity from their home country.

 A2 Activity  2

Demonstrative pronouns

The CP point out and describe items in the classroom that are near 
or far away using singular and plural demonstrative pronouns:
this/that/these/those

Example:
This pencil here is not very sharp.
I like the illustrations of that poster over there on the wall.

 A2–B1

Activity  3

Passive voice

The CP talk about their favourite film, book or song. They use the 
passive voice in their description. 

Example:

My favourite movie is Pulp Fiction. It was directed by Quentin  
Tarantino.

B1
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Material for 

Lingoposter 9: Future Plans

Activity  1

Dreaming of the future

The CP read Andrei’s dreams from the poster and say whether they 
would do the same things if they suddenly had a lot of money.  
Or what they would do instead.

 A2 Activity  2

Giving advice: conditional sentences

The CP give advice to a person who wants to become a millionaire. 
They form conditional sentences using an if-clause or the modal 
verb should. 

Example:
If I were you, I would invest in stocks.
You should invent something and sell the patent for a lot of money.

A2–B1

Activity  3

Robots and AI in everyday life

The story and the poster of this unit feature a robot. 
Let the CP discuss which machines already help them in their daily 
lives. 
In which way does artificial intelligence (AI) affect them (e.g. Google 
Maps, language learning and translation apps, ChatGPT)?
What changes do they expect to see at work and in their private lives 
in the future?

 B1
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Material for 

Lingoposter 10: Media & Language

Activity  1

What media do you use?

Everyone is constantly using their smartphone to read and write 
messages. What types of media do the CP use and for what?

 A2 Activity  2

Expressing the opposite

The CP each read out a sentence from the box “Vocabulary in  
context” in the poster and then express the opposite. 

Example: 
Many people look for potential partners on dating apps.
→ Few people don’t look for potential partners on dating apps.

 A2–B1

Activity  3

Internet lingo

People like to use certain abbreviations to communicate in social 
media and text messages. Do the CP know the meaning of these 
abbreviations? 

→  Print out PDF page 22.

 A2–B1
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OMG

AWOL

goat

CU

THX

Internet Lingo

FYI
XOXO

LOL BFF

TBH

AKA
BTW

ASAP

ROFL

TBA
FAQ

B2B

YOLO



We hope that this guide will help you use the Lingoposters  
in your classroom effectively. 

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or 
 suggestions. We look forward to receiving your feedback at 

contact@lingoplanet.live.

Lingoplanet GmbH, Kurfürstendamm 211, 10719 Berlin   www.lingoplanet.live

.live


